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ABSTRACT. The purpose of the paper is to represent a language model that ensures effective functioning of the model in the interactive mode. Interactive approach acquires particular importance in the context of the most complicated processors, as it promises to show how algorithms are simplified, while retaining high level of efficiency. This, for its part, conditions the possibility of using the models of the earlier stages of their development, namely, in the process of their improvement. For example, the possibility of communication with the user while analyzing the sentence makes dictionary “unloaded” from additional information that would be necessary for finding the way out of some “hopeless” situation, and at the same time it requires complication of the algorithm in order to use the information appropriately.

In the case of synthesis in the opposite direction in order to avoid such complications interactive approach also acquires fundamental meaning, namely, it can “go-between” the primary germ of the content and its lingual expression and in this way provide the input of utterance synthesis.

The main purpose of the work is to form the means of representation of the interactive language processor. To solve the task we propose the net approach that was already used earlier to write down certain morphologic algorithms. Nets represent simplified versions of graphs. The most important features of the nets represent three labels associated with each node and with both sides of each arc.

In the case of morphologic processor one of them (node) defines some general grammatical category, two others (arc) points to some particular meaning of the category (left label) and the means of its forming (right label). The transformation of the existing net system is given in the article that is limited to reinterpretation of labels, namely, here they reflect the trajectory that is followed by appropriate information in the question answer mode. The source of information is left arc label, the content of the question is defined by the right label, and the final address is defined by the node label. © 2013 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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1. Interactive Regime of the Language Model Functioning

The origin of Language model theory is given in [1]. The synthetic direction of this model functioning is proposed as a generator of (quasi-) synonymous sentences with input represented by some, supposedly most neutral sentence, the semantics of which should be as near as possible to the common seman-
tic birth of the whole set of all sentences generated in this way.

The tenor of this work is an attempt to make more exact and definite at least the first step of this process that is the choice of its initial input.

It seems that the interactive approach proposed for solution of this problem realizes both crucial aspects of the process: some “freedom” of choice for the user and quite “strict” control of her/his decisions.

The component of this supposed dialogue system produces the “core” structure of Georgian sentence input: the system asks the user questions concerning the meaning (semantics) of her/his intension (“thought”) and on the basis of user’s answer builds the grammatically correct core structure, based on the concept of Georgian verb super-paradigm [2].

The system is represented by means of duly adopted Morphologic Nets [3].

2. The Source and Target Objects of Information Exchange

In this paragraph we will consider the sources and addresses of information, which should be received, stored and used in the course of supposed interactive process. The most important, external source of this data, which defines the general style of system functioning, is the user (U), which, firstly, supplies the initial input, which should serve as a basis for definition of the “nucleus” of future sentence, and this initiates the processes as a whole; after that the U continues to “feed” the system with all information, which it cannot procure independently; so, U must “name” all other members of the sentence and define all grammatical features, which cannot be defined proceeding from the already received data (e.g. the tense of verb or the number of nouns).

Each act of this “information flow” should be initiated by some “question” proceeding from the system and the character of the “questions” should depend on some supposed peculiarities of the U(ser) and, particularly, on the supposed level of her/his language knowledge and understanding of the system structure and functioning. These essential and valuable (even from some fundamental point of view) details will be touched on later.

Another precious source of information for this (and all other) language model is a dictionary. One of the main principles, to which the system functioning must be subjected, is a “minimalising” of addresses to U(ser) and a single basis for following this principle is “maximal” use of the internal source of information, that is – of dictionary (D). The dictionary, in its turn, must be sufficiently “rich” in corresponding information to satisfy the requirements of this principle.

The most essential characteristic of the dictionary supposed as a basis for the system under consideration is inclusion in it of a morphologic generator (PG-paradigm generator), which generates full paradigm of the addressed lexical unit.

Another meaningful feature of this dictionary is addition of special units, which correspond to verbal super-paradigm (SP), which imply the unity of verbal paradigms derived from one and the same lexeme. Detailed consideration of this concept in the context of the Georgian language is given in [2]; only the content of such SP units –SPU will be underlined here:

\[
\text{SPU: } LXF | T | P_1 | P_2 | \ldots | P_n
\] (2.1)

The symbolic of (2.1) means: \text{LXF} is the word form or its part (stem, root), which represents this SP as its “head”, and serves for identification with this unit of its arbitrary member, that is verb form belonging to one of its paradigms; \text{T} represents the type of SP, which characterizes the peculiarities of the given SP and specifically its “deviations” from the “regular” (r) SP structure (in what follows we shall imply this “regularity” only); \text{P}_i are pointers to the dictionary units, which represent the verb paradigms belonging to the given SP.

Naturally the assignments of these parameters are constant for each SP unit. Unlike this, the char-
The characteristics of output sentence members vary in the course of the process. For example, the current information block (B) of the sentence “nucleus”, that the verb which expresses the predicate (PR) on semantic level of structure will be represented by the following set of parameters

\[
\text{PR: SP | DU | WF | VC | M | A | T | RW | PS} \ (2.2)
\]

where parameters have the following meaning:

- **SP**: is a pointer, which fixes the position in the dictionary, where the SP unit is placed, to which the verb belongs;
- **DU**: analogously points to the dictionary unit, which corresponds to the paradigm which includes the given verb form;
- **WR**: is assigned by verb forms, which change during the output verb form, which represents the PR on the surface level;
- **VC, M, A, T**: parameters represent the usual grammatical categories of verb: Voice, Mood, Aspect and Tense respectively.

These categories may have the following set values:

- **VC**: voice, c(ausative), a(ctive), p(assive) (by that a and p values may be additionally marked by “+” symbols, which mean the version explicitly addressed by affixes: a+, p+ (e.g. uk’etebs – makes for him/her, uk’etdeba – is being made for him/her));
- **M**: n(arrative), c(onjunctive), i(mperative);
- **A**: p(erfect), i(mperfect);
- **T**: pr(esent), p(ast), f(uture);

The **PR** block includes also some features peculiar for the Georgian language: **S**: series with values: I, II, III, **RW**: row (mc’k’rivi), enumerated by numbers 1 to 12.

The value of the category depends on the values of preceding ones (M, A, T, S) but for that decisively restricts the area of search for the finally required verb form; the only additional data, which are necessary to fix finally its position in the frames of the whole paradigm are:

- **N, PS**: number and person categories, characterizing the actants (one or two), to which the verb addresses explicitly by its affixes (N – s(ingular), p(lural), PS – 1, 2, 3).

The noun blocks, which correspond to the verb actants (and the end – to the semantic roles (SR)) have a far simpler structure:

\[
\text{SR: DU | WF | N | C | PS} \ (2.3)
\]

where **DU** points to the corresponding dictionary unit; **N, C, PS** – define the number, case and person of the noun; the values of N and PS are the same as in (2.2) block; as to case (C) its value spectrum is somewhat larger: n(ominative), g(enitive), d(ative), e(rgative), i(nstrumental), c ircumstantial). The e, i, c symbols correspond to the following terms accepted in Georgian grammar: motxrobiti, mokmedebiti, vitarebiti.

The number and meaning of SR, and corresponding informational blocks depend on the type of SP. Particularly, regular SP control four SR with their paradigm affixes: causer – CS, agent – AG, object – OB and addressee – AD. Each single paradigm of regular SP chooses one or two of these SR to address them explicitly with its affixes. The choice depends on the value of VC category: so, causative addresses CS and AG, active – AG and OB or AD, passive – OB only or OB and AD.

Taking into account that SR designation is more “felicitous” in some context (e.g. in the case of cyclic procedures), we will use the double symbolic for the names and pointers of these blocks:

\[
\text{SR}_0 | CS, \ SR_1 | AG, \ SR_2 | OB, \ SR_3 | AD \ (2.4)
\]

As a result, this paragraph defines the following operands for operators, which will be considered in the next section: two sources of information (U(ser) and D(ictionary) and five blocks for accumulation of the current data (PR, SR, CS, SR, AG, SR, OB, SR, AD). Supposedly, the data gathered in these blocks should be sufficient for production of the sentence core structure that is with the verb and its actants.

This kind of symbolic can be used also to supply the possibility of assignment to some components of current information blocks (C(B)) the value of some dictionary unit component C’(DU*). Such an analogue of (2.2’) operator will look like:
Remarkable characteristic of operators (2.2), (2.2’), (2.2’’) is the fact that they somewhat violate the above-proposed general scheme: particularly, their right arc label (RAL) represents the output, the result of this acts, which should be immediately assigned to the component marked by the node label (NL) (instead of data, which should serve as an input for the object marked by the left arc label (LAL), as it takes place in the rest of the operators considered above (2.1), (2.3), (2.4)).

The operator realizing the choice between possible continuations of the process, which depends on the concrete value (\(v_l\)) of some block component \(C(B)\) demonstrates a more radical contrast to the general scheme.

This discrepancy between general scheme (2.5) operator interpretations of the labels “semantic roles” is based on the main orientation of the former on procuring and assignment of information to some block components, on the one hand, and on the obvious purpose of the latter to organize the structure of the process itself, on the other.

In spite of different character of the process and their final aims, both versions of net representation have much in common. In the first instance, they have identical formal structure; nodes coming out of the arcs and trios of labels (NL, LAL, RAL) marking the node and both sides of the arc. Besides this, the semantics of both means of representation has many points of coincidence, at least on the sufficiently high (perhaps, even metaphorical) level of abstraction.

From this “high” point of view, the processes, which take place in both structures, may be considered as instructions between four elements: one pair of them is participants of a “dialogue and another pair of them represents “messages” which “move” between the pair of dialogue participants: one can be interpreted as a “question” and the other as an “answer” initiated by this “question”.

It would be superfluous to repeat the dependence of the above-defined operators (2.1)-(2.4) on this scheme. Thus we shall try to show what relation to it may be ascribed to the morphologic net (MN) only. Alike the above-defined operators all three labels of MN are included in some kind of “dialogue”, on acts of which is based the whole process of morphologic activity in the frames of language model; the fourth (constantly implied) participant of these acts is the word form, which is synthesized or analyzed. The meaning of the labels is also unchangeable: NL expression some (grammatical) category, as a rule, the particular value of which is represented by LAL and expression of the latter (LAL) in the context of the current word form is given by RAL. Nevertheless, the functions of these participants in the course of “dialogue” acts depend on the direction of processing, that are different for the synthesis or analysis of word form. In terms of the metaphor already used above during the synthesis the word form being produced “asks” the category (NL), what should be the current step of its development, in “answer” NL-category seeks the arc with LAL identical to its current value and proposes to the word form morphologic transformation (e.g. addition of some affix) represented by right label (RAL) of the same arc. In the case of the opposite direction (analysis) this scheme is “turned up”: “question” issues from category “answer” from word form, its final content is the required value of NL-category (LAL) chosen as according to the possibility of unification RAL with the word form (in the simplest case - the word form should include an affix expressed by RAL in the corresponding to this affix position). In both cases the “lucky” arc which satisfies the conditions, becomes the continuation of the net process.
Just the lack of such “conditions” in functioning of (3.1)-(3.4) operators make difference between them and morphologic nets: the former always imply the “unconditional” receiving and assignment of information. The (3.5) operator must fill up this gap and so supply the possibility of choice among different branches of net structure, which is the basic feature of the net representation as such.

Lastly, the “economic” structurization of the net representation requires addition of more operators, which supplies the possibility of cyclic procedures:

\[
\text{(2.5')} \quad \begin{array}{c}
I \xrightarrow{\text{L(C)}} \text{L(C)} \\
I \xleftarrow{\text{L(C)}} \text{L(C)}
\end{array}
\]

The (2.5’) operator implies existence of an additional block (CC) with two components (I, L), which represent the variable Index and its Limit respectively; the use of (2.5’) implies two preceding operators of (2.2) type, which assign to I and L the initial and final values of the variable I organizing the cycle (CC); the part of net subordinate to this cycle operator (2.5’) is repeated till the moment, when I gets equal to L.

3. The Net Represented Operational System

General semantic of the net scheme

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NL} \\
\text{L(AL)} \\
\text{RAL}
\end{array}
\]

N(ode), L(abel), L(eft) A(rc) L(abel), R(right) A(rc) L(abel)

The main scheme of semantic relations between these L(abels) is: NL asks the L(AL what is its (NL’s) value (RAL); RAL defines this value and assigns it to NL.

So, we have something like, dialogue between NL and L(AL, which designs by the question from NL to L(AL, and ends by the answer of L(AL), which satisfies the NL’s requirement.

Naturally, the “question” of NL, that is L(AL, must contain sufficient information to define for L(AL, what “answer” is expressed from it.

These semantic relations between L(abels) are most obviously demonstrated by the central link of the interactive process, that is by the act of dialogue between the system and its user which is given below as the first (3.1) example: NL=C(B), L(AL)=U?, R(AL)=VL(C)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{C(B)} \\
\text{U?} \\
\text{“VL(C)"}
\end{array}
\]

U(ser), B(lock) of the current information Value of C(omponent/category).

The question “VL(C)” is addressed to U: U’s answer should define VL of C(B), which will be assigned to C(B).

The value (VL) of C can be defined and assigned without address to some external source (U). The simplest version of such assignment is immediate demonstration of VL in the operator context:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{C(B)} \\
? \\
\text{VL}
\end{array}
\]

As a result VL-value will be immediately assigned to C(B). The value of C may also be copied from some other (C’) component of the same or another information block (B/B’).

One more version of C(B) values (VL) definition is the address to the dictionary (D), which represents the most important sub-set (SS) of this interactive system as a whole, and at the same time, is its most internal component (and as such is completely opposed to the U(ser)).

The proposed scheme of the sentence interactive synthesis is based, particularly, on the Georgian Computer Dictionary, created in the frame of the Project, supported by Rustaveli Foundation and fulfilled at the Institute of Control Systems (2009-2011). The specificity of this quite voluminous (nearly 100 000 units) dictionary is represented by inclusion in it of the Morphologic Processor, that is of the Morphologic Generator, which defines for each diction-
ary unit the whole list of its paradigm members. As a result of such combination, this dictionary (unlike the usual ones) represents the unity of all word forms of language (and not all the lexemes only); and because of this it can “answer” by the concrete word form, if the question contains sufficient information for the choice of the needed form from the whole list of the corresponding paradigm members.

Thus the address to the dictionary can be interpreted like a two step procedure: first of them implies the definition of the corresponding dictionary unit (DU) position in the dictionary; the other can be initiated by the “order” to generate the paradigm corresponding to the given unit and single out the needed member of this paradigm. The input of the former should be some (arbitrary) word form belonging to this unit paradigm; as for the latter its input should contain the whole information necessary for the choice of the required form out of the whole set of paradigm members. The word form chosen so should be returned by the second step and copied in corresponding block component.

Taking into account that the dictionary unit includes, besides its paradigm, many other necessary data, it seems sensible to fix the position of the dictionary unit already identified or the first step for the further addresses to this information (without excessive operational expenses and “bothering” of the user). So, we will suppose that the first step of addresses to the dictionary returns the pointer (PN) at the identified dictionary unit, which becomes the value of corresponding component of some block (B).

The difference between inputs/outputs of the above mentioned steps of procedure justifies their implementation by means of different operators with the only restrictions: the activation of the first step operator should precede all other addresses to the dictionary unit fixed by it.

The first step, supplying the definition of dictionary unit to which belongs the given word form, can be performed by the following operator:

\[
\text{DU(B)} \xrightarrow{D?} \text{WF} \quad (3.3)
\]

\[
\text{SP(PR)} \xrightarrow{SPL?} \text{WF} \quad (3.3')
\]

According to many considerations, it seems sensible to single out the set of verbal super-paradigms and represent it as a separate list of SP units (SPL). Taking into account that this list should be addressed by the predicate (PR) block only, we can realize this operation by (3.3').

Now the system can - on the basis of information procured by (3.3) - apply to dictionary units defined so and “require” from them the members of their paradigms which represent just the word forms necessary in the context of the final output sentence. More exactly, this address should be made to the paradigm generating (PG) components of these units and must be accompanied by the grammatical data fixing the position of output word form in the list of generated paradigm members. Naturally, this bunch of grammatical features is different for each class of word forms and, in the first instance for the different parts of speech: operators (3.4) and (3.4') demonstrate this peculiarity as an example by verbs which express the predicate, and nouns realizing all other semantic roles (SR) included in the set of blocks mentioned in the previous paragraph:

\[
\text{WF(PR)} \xrightarrow{PG(DU*)?} \text{RW+PRS}_1+N_1+PRS_2+ \quad (3.4)
\]

\[
\text{WF(SR)} \xrightarrow{PG(DU*)?} N+C \quad (3.4')
\]

According to (3.4), (3.4') it is necessary for definition of output verb form to supply information about its row (RW) and about grammatical features characterizing its actants (not more than two), to which the verb explicitly addresses by its affixes. Unlike this, it is sufficient in the case of noun to mention the values of its number (N) and case (C) categories.
One more peculiarity of (3.4), (3.4’) is the use of affixes (*) as the upper index of DU. These (usual for some programming systems) symbols underline the fact that the right arc label (RAL) of these operators implies the unit itself, but not the content current value of DU component, which in reality is only the pointer orienting this dictionary unit and defining its position in the list of all dictionary units.

Thus, we have considered the means of net representation system which is used for the creation of an algorithm of the Georgian core structure synthesis.
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მორფოლოგიური პროცესორების ფუნქციონალური ძალაუფლება ბუნებრივი მაგალითი (კვანძი) ქრიტერიუმით მოითხოვ დიდი განსხვავებული კატეგორიები, რომლებიც აქვს დიდ მნიშვნელობა. მათ შედგება განთავაზებული (კვანძი) გალავანების, მაგრამ თუ (კვანძი) მათ განთავაზებამ უნდა გამაგრებული განსხვავებული სინამსტგარი (კატეგორია კვანძი). მორფოლოგიურ მნიშვნელობა განთავაზებული აქვთ დიდ მნიშვნელობა ბუნებრივი სისტემის განსხვავებულ, რომლებიც განთავაზებული ფუნქციონალური მაგალითის მაგალითი, რომლებშიც სიწმების გამაგრება იყო წყალგამზიანობა “კრიტერიუმი” როგორც ბინარული განთავაზების კვანძს. მათგანი მონაცემი გამაგრება რადგანაც სისტემამ, რომლებშიც ერთხელახალი გამაგრება მაგალითი კვანძი, რომლების შრომა მოთხოვს გამაგრება „კრიტერიუმი” როდესაც შეიძლება რეიტშა თანამყოფ განთავაზების გამაგრების მეთოდ. მის სამთავრო ჩავს ყო — კვანძი კვანძი.
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